
Packing 
 With Care

hen you rely on Atlas for packing, your belongings are in the most 
skilled hands. Our trained packers use Atlas packing techniques 

perfected over decades. Most important, you get superior protection for 
your belongings.

 Professional training and care. 
When you trust Atlas to handle your packing, you can count on receiving: 

 •  Formally trained Atlas Professional Packers who bring everything 
required to do the job;

 •  Extensive knowledge of which packing materials are the best for which 
items, including proven materials and procedures to safeguard even the 
most delicate pieces;

•  No Strangers In Your Home™. For your safety and security, all Atlas 
Professional Van Operators and crew members undergo a thorough 
screening to make sure each professional meets the Atlas stringent 
requirements for honesty and trustworthiness.

We take care of it. You save time, money and worry. 
Atlas professionals can advise you of the best, worry-free way to get the job done.

•  When you walk through your home with your Atlas Account 
Representative, please point out any special pieces or concerns 
you may have. Whatever the item, your Atlas professionals will 
know the best way to handle it.

Your Atlas Professional Packer will:
•  Use materials like fresh, ink-free papers and tissues, and Atlas cartons 

that are made for optimal protection and ease of handling. Plus, Atlas 
routinely uses stretch wrap and pad wrapping. Wooden crates may 
also be used for things like crystal chandeliers and valuable antiques; 

• Tell you which items you can easily pack yourself if you wish; 

•  Advise you on which things you should pack and move yourself, 
such as important papers, keys and valuables;

•  Notify you of which items cannot be moved, such as chemicals 
and hazardous materials.

Packing with care. It’s what we do every day.

You get the industry’s finest, 
perfected techniques.
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Professional Atlas Packers bring perfected 
techniques, experience and materials to 
prepare your goods for safe transport.
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 Expect More
Regardless of how large or small the move, it can be 

a big leap from where you are now. Atlas knows this, 

and that’s why — since 1948 — we’ve worked hard to 

make your move easier, whether it’s across town, 

across country, or across the ocean.

Today, we’re the most trusted partner of corporations 

to move their employees and families, a respected 

choice of demanding military and government 

customers, preferred by individual families wanting 

to make their best move.

It’s what we do, every day. And we never stop thinking 

of ways to do it better.


